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ABSTRACT

International communication has become of paramount importance in the business environment, because 
of the increasing effects and influences of globalization. This chapter intends to explain the importance 
of communication, in terms of the processes involved, as well as the elements that contribute to effective 
communication. The purpose is to eliminate “noises” that can distort the intended message. Therefore, 
throughout the chapter, different forms of communication (written and oral) are identified, which can be 
applied in different situations, cultures, and contexts. In order to achieve effective written communica-
tion, a series of key criteria and suggestions are put forward. Specifically, techniques used in writing 
texts are examined, with an in-depth focus on the report, since this is the text type used most commonly 
by managers. On the other hand, focusing on the oral communication form, the factors necessary to 
establish effective oral communication are identified, considering certain particularities if this com-
munication is carried out at an international level.
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INTRODUCTION

This chapter addresses one of the main skills that a manager must develop: communication. It is necessary 
to understand that communication is an important pillar in society, as well as in organizations and their 
strategies. The adequate performance of a manager is based on, among other factors, the possession of 
communicative skills that allow him or her to effectively transmit to their employees the goals, plans and 
other important aspects of the organizations. Communication is one of the most important skills that a 
manager must have because it allows him or her to transmit information, to exchange or share ideas, and 
to influence the behavior of different interest groups (employees, shareholders, customers, suppliers, etc.) 
(Estaba, 2008). In the current context, communication skills are considered to be strategic resources for 
organizations because such skills allow them to compete better in both national and international markets.

Taking this into account, this chapter discusses the importance of communication, the processes and 
elements involved in communication, how this process is executed, and some aspects to be considered 
for effective communication. Additionally, the chapter focuses on the competitive globalized environ-
ment and the importance of taking care over communicative aspects because communication is differ-
ent in an international context. On the other hand, there are barriers to communication that need to be 
identified, in order to eliminate or minimize them. In business communication, it is important to use the 
appropriate transmission code according to the circumstances. It is important to keep in mind that human 
language consists of both non-verbal language (which includes gestures, body language etc. as opposed 
to words) and verbal language (which uses words). In turn, verbal communication can be divided into 
oral or written communication. While it is necessary to understand its use in the domestic market, this 
becomes essential at international level.

CONCEPT, ELEMENTS AND IMPORTANCE OF COMMUNICATION

Communication is a human need that allows interaction between individuals, and in turn, the very devel-
opment of society. In different civilizations, people have communicated with the objective of transmitting 
information, satisfying the need for socialization and affection. Therefore, communication is the basis 
of social life. We are always communicating.

Traditionally, communication has been defined as the transmission of signals through a code com-
mon to the sender and the receiver, a simple definition that has been used by numerous authors from 
different fields of knowledge. However, in the last 50 years, communication has become an object of 
study, and thus more complete and sophisticated definitions have appeared due to the importance that 
communication has acquired in many aspects of daily life but especially in business.

After analyzing these contributions (e.g. Ferrer & Clemenza, 2006; Heller, 1998; Robbins, 2004) and 
taking into account an international perspective, the following definition captures, in a more detailed 
way, the meaning of communication:

Communication is the process in which two or more people exchange messages (ideas, feelings, behaviors 
and emotions) with similar codes to share meanings in order to be understood and influenced so that 
approaches are accepted, using channels that give better support to the transmission of information.
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